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TENNECOEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.

.CH ATTANOOG A. TENNESSEE 374ot,

5N 157B Lookout Place

FEB 29 YJ88

e

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Centrol Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-327
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-328

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN) - REVISED INSTRUMENT ACCURACY CALCULATIONS3

,

The purpose of this letter is to docket the revision changes made by TVA
to two instrument accuracy calculations as a result of an NRC audit held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 30 through December 2, 1987. Upon
completion of the audit. TVA verbally agreed to revise tha SQN heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) calculation HVACACC-81486, to
clarify four specific areas that NRC felt necessary to be addressed. TVA
also verbally agreed to revise the are suppression network calculation
(ASNC) to docu.nent the seismic qualification of those are suppression
networks not presently qualified. The enclosure lists the audit concerns
followed by a point-by-point discussion of how each item was addressed in
each of the calculation revisions.

.i

TVA believes the information supplied will adequately address NRC's
conce rns . If there are any questions regarding the information provided,
please telephone M. R. Harding at (615) 870-6422.

Very truly yours. -

,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

jf '
/ ,f

R. G idley, Dir tor
Nuclear Licensi g and

Regulatory Affairs

Enclosure
cc: see page 2
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U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

!t

|, cc (Enclosure):
Mr. K.~P. Barr, Acting Assistant Director

.for Inspection Programs
~TVA Projects Division.

.

-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta,-Georgia- 30323

Mr. G. G.-Zech, Assistant Director
for Projects

TVA Projects Division
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North

,

11555 Rockville Pike '

| Rockvi?.le, Maryland. 20852
i
L Sequoyah Resident Inspector
I Sequoyah Nuclear Plant :

2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379
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_ Enclosure

NRC CONCERNS ADDRESSED BY TVA

A. SON HVAC Calculation KVACACC-81486. Revision 1

1. Address a specific threshold limit for seismic events.
2. Address that HVAC equipment will be inspected for calibration shift

after the specific seismic event because vendor did not specify this
shift when seismically qualifying the equipment.

3. Address .9urveillance Instruction (SI) 606', "Balance of "tant

Temperature Monitoring System," and its purposo (daily surveillance
of area temperatures).

4. Clarify or revise sheet 18 of the calculation as it relates to either
..the Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) or Nuclear Engineering Branch

'(NEB) calculation.

SON HVAC Calculation NVACACC-81486. Revision 2

1. The threshold limit for seismic events is the 1/2 Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE) switch, which is addressed in the Abnormal Operating
Instruction ( AOI) 9 "Earthquake." Page AA was added in the revised
calculation to provide this explanation.

.

2. Page AA of revision 2 requires that the occurrence of an earthquake
(when the 1/2 SSE switch is actuated) be noted the next time the HVAC '

instruments are calibrated. This will provide TVA with data with
which to quantify any seismically induced calibration shifts.

NOTE: Requirements to the field will be transmitted by an output
document procedure in place at this time.

3. tI-606 has been in effect at SQN-since mid-October 1979. SI-606
requires monitoring of areas serviced by HVAC equipment to ensure
temperatures are within tolerance. This, in conjunction with the
requirement on page AA that specifies inspection of HVAC equipment
immediately following an earthquake (1/2 SSE switch actuated),

,

ensures HVAC functions following an earthquake.

NOTE: Requirements to the field will be transmitted by an output
,

document procedure in place at this time. i
-

i ,

4. Concerning page 18: i

After further investigation into the functional requirements of
0-PS-311-172. -173, -174, and -175; O-TE-311-176, -177, -178, and ;

-179; and 0-TS-311-176, -177, -178, and -179, the TVA group '

responsible for determining the required accuracy for these devices
'

had determined that +/-15 percent is acceptable ~. This has been
documented in quality information request / release NTBSQN88032, which
is now referenced in the calculation.4

.
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1-TS-30-103 -130A, and 2-TS-30-104A were found to be unacceptable for-
reasons other than inaccuracy. Condition Adverse to Quality Report "

(CAQR) SQP880101 was written to address the situation. This is
,

documented in the calculation revision, which includes a draft-copy of
the CAQR. Since the calculation revision, Design Change Notice (DCN)
DCNX00155A was written to replace the unit 2 switches. As a result of -!
DCNX00155A, accuracy calculation 2-TS-30-104 was produced that verified
the adequacy of the new unit 2 switches from the calculation because;they

,

are now addressed in calculation 2-TS-30-104.-
r

At this time, it appears similar resolution will occur for the unit i
switches; however, corrective action will be tracked in accordance with -

CAQR SQP880101.
,

B.- ASNC Revision 2

Revise the ASNC to document the seismic qualification of those are
suppression networks not presently qualified. !

ASNC. Revision 3 ,

For the are suppression networks on pages 8b, 8c, 8d, and 8e that did not
have documentation of seismic qualification. TVA produced calculation
MCL A09 SCG-4M-00284 (B25 880127 800), which documented the seismic
qualification of these networks. This.new calculation is included by
reference in revision 3 to the ASNC.
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